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Abstract

We introduce the Salford Arabic Causal Bank (SACB) corpus, a new corpus dedicated to Arabic Causal relations. Causality as a
linguistic phenomenon can be expressed using different elements and grammatical expressions. In Arabic language, causal particles –
Purpose Lām, Causation Fa’a, Causation Ba’a- are frequently prefixed to words; they play a key role in indicating causality.
However, these particles give different meanings according to their position in the text. In fact, these meanings can be interpreted
according to the context in which they occur. This ambiguity emphasizes the high demand for a large-scale corpus in which instances
of these particles are annotated. In this paper, we present the first stage of building the SACB, which includes a collection of annotated
sentences each of which contains an instance of a causal particle. The sentences were carefully examined by two specialist annotators
to give an accurate account for each annotated instance. Arabic is a less–resourced language and we hope this corpus would help in
building better Information Extraction systems.
Keywords: Arabic Annotated Corpus, Causal Relation, Information Extraction

1.

Introduction

Automatic detection of Causal relations has gained
popularity in the literature within different Natural
Language Processing (NLP) applications such as Text
Generation, in which causality is exploited to provide
explanation and generate knowledge (Kaplan and BerryRogghe, 1991). Modern Information Retrieval researchers
have focused on developing more efficient search engines
by incorporating Causal relations into their lexical-based
approach (Puente, 2011). Question Answering (QA) is
another NLP field to which Causal relations is well
suited. In particular, it plays a very major part in
developing why-QA systems (Sadek and Meziane, 2016b;
Azmi and Alshenaifi, 2014). Consider for example
sentence (1) which contains a Causal relation holding
between Units 1 and 2. We can return Unit 1 as a
candidate answer for the question “Why was Sarah late?”
(1) [Because the car broke down,]1 [Sarah was late for
school]2.
In Arabic, causality can be expressed using different
linguistic elements and expressions. It can be classified
into two major categories. The first one is verbal
causality, which can be captured by the presence of
nominal clauses for example, [( اﻟﻤﻔﻌﻮل ﻷﺟﻠﮫAccusatives of
purpose)-( اﻟﻤﻔﻌﻮل اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻖCognate accusative)] or by
causality connectors such as [( ﻟﺬاtherefore), ( ﺑﺴﺒﺐbecause)
and ( ﻣﻦ اﺟﻞfor)]. The second category is context-based
causality that can be inferred by the reader using general
knowledge without locating any of the previous
indicators. This category includes various Arabic stylistic
structures that express causality implicitly such as [اﻻﺳﺘﺌﻨﺎف
(resumption),
(اﻟﺸﺮطcondition), ( اﻻﺳﺘﺜﻨﺎءexception)]
(Haskour, 1990).

Within the first category, there is a significant group of
inseparable particles that are always bound to words. We
refer to this group as causal particles, or proclitics for
short, and includes: Purpose Lām ( – )ﻻم اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻞCausation
Fa’a ( )ﻓﺎء اﻟﺴﺒﺒﯿﺔand Causation Ba’a ()ﺑﺎء اﻟﺴﺒﺒﯿﺔ.
Arabic authors use these proclitics substantially to
indicate causal meaning. In a previous study, we
constructed a set of linguistic patterns to detect and extract
Causal relations expressed in Arabic texts (Sadek and
Meziane, 2016a). Several newspaper articles were
surveyed in order to design three rule based algorithms
that help in recognizing the cases in which the proclitics
function as a causative conjunction. Our results reveal that
combining the algorithms with the linguistic patterns
model has boosted the efficiency by a large margin,
improving the overall recall measure for Health and
Science texts by 29% (out of 195 true positive Causal
relations, 70 were indicated by proclitics). However, this
improvement comes at the cost of precision which was
reduced by 16% (out of 56 false positive Causal relations,
47 attributed to proclitics) i.e. 67% of relations returned
by proclitics’s algorithms were misclassified. This decline
in precision highlights the ambiguity associated with these
particles.
The Arabic language, so far, is under-resourced in terms
of availability of knowledge base repositories. These
resources play an important role in building robust NLP
tools and support language technologies’ researchers on
developing and testing their solutions. Although there are
a number of annotated corpora for Arabic, such resources
are either ‘low-level’ (e.g. syntactical or morphological)
annotated or they have been labelled with Causal relations
while annotating other semantic relations. We argue that
causation is a complex phenomenon and needs to have
annotators to be trained and focus in particular on Causal
relations.
The syntactical patterns of the Arabic Causal relations are
rather complex and no general annotated corpus can

provide the diversity of Causal relations. So we cannot
build on top of any pre annotated corpus but have to
create a dedicated corpus of this type of relations. In the
current work we introduce the first stage towards building
the Salford Arabic Causal Bank (SACB). This stage has
been conducted with the goal of collecting and annotating
independent sentences where instances of proclitics
occurred without regard for other causal indicators.

2.

Data Collection

For the purpose of collecting our data, we used the
untagged arabiCorpus1 to gather all instances. It is a large
corpus consisting of a variety of resources written in
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). The corpus has a
Newspapers category containing approximately135
million words of articles published between 1996 and
2010 in different Arabic countries. This category is a good
representative for real-world texts as it covers a wide
variety of topics.
Searching the arabiCorpus for occurrences of words
starting with Lām, Fa’a or Ba’a, (henceforth, target word)
returns a huge number of matching instances. The issue
here is that randomly sampling these instances yields an
under-coverage dataset i.e. not every syntactical or
semantic form is sufficiently included. This is inherited
from the fact that proclitics tend to be highly skewed e.g.
the vast majority occurrences of Fa’a in Arabic text do
not express causation. In which case, most classifiers
trained on such dataset would be biased toward major
class.
In general, the collected instances must be independent
and almost identically distributed. A carefully chosen
sample is therefore vital in building a reasonably
confident corpus that represents all proclitics’
characteristics. To this end, we performed a multistage
sampling. We first split the matching instances returned
from initial searching (approximately 2.5 million
instances) into separate groups according to the length of
target words; words of the same length tend to share more
linguistic characteristics e.g. grammatical category,
morphological pattern. Splitting the data generated five
clusters with target word’s length of n= 2, 3, 4, 5, and
over 5 letters; each cluster was then divided into different
sub-groups that share one syntactical functionality.
Finally we performed a judgment sampling to avoid data
bias. In this phase, the aim is to force the harvested
instances to be reasonably balanced between causal and
non-causal classes. We requested a native speaker to skim
through all clusters and first to randomly select a number
of instance that express causation and then to select
equivalent number of instances that are non-causal. The
number of instances drawn from each cluster was
proportionate to the ambiguity of the cluster’s population.
For example, all instances belonging to clusters of two
letters (e.g.  ﺑث-  )ﻟم – ﻓﻲare classified as non-causal, thus
we can be confident that a small size of instances is
sufficient to represent these clusters.

3.

Annotation Scheme

We used GATE framework (Bontcheva et al., 2013) to
support annotation tasks throughout all phases of building
1
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our corpus. GATE provides tools for adjudication,
integrating multiple annotations set, running various NLP
components and supports texts written in Arabic-like
script orientation i.e. right-to-left. In addition it permits to
create annotation schemas supported by W3C Schema
which allows annotation types and features to be prespecified. In this way, it facilitates the development of
Gold Standards. The manual annotation phase was
preceded by automatic pre-processing steps. All sentences
passed through an NLP components pipeline comprising
of the following processes: tokenization, sentencesplitting and POS tagging. We implement the last process
using the Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova et al. 2003).
Before an annotation scheme and guidelines can be
defined, it is necessary to make clear on what ground we
make a judgment on whether the proclitic implies a causal
function or not.

3.1

Causal Particles

Causal particles are one of the most complicated and
ambiguous particles in Arabic language, as it express
many different meaning (Wright et al. 1896). A brief
explanation of the particles under consideration in this
work is given here.
 Lām: It has a multifunctional role and many
semantic properties insomuch that some
grammarians count more than 30 different
purposes of it. For example, ( )ﻻم اﻟﺟﺣودLām of
denial as in “Kalid was not to drink milk” “ ﻟم ﯾﻛن
 ”ﺧﺎﻟد ﻟﯾﺷرب اﻟﺣﻠﯾبand ( )ﻻم اﻟﻣﻠكLām of
possession when indicating the right of property,
e.g. “Ahmad had a large car” “ ﻛﺎن ﻷﺣﻣد ﺳﯾﺎرة
”ﻛﺑﯾرة. However, our concern in this study is Lām
at-‘taleel ( )ﻻم اﻟﺗﻌﻠﯾلor Purpose Lām, which
indicates the purpose for which, or the reason
why, a thing is done. In this context, the Arab
grammarians take Lām-at-‘taleel to function
similarly to ( )ﻟﻛﻲor ()ﻷن, for example, “he arose
to help him” “”ﻗﺎم ﻟﻣﻌﺎوﻧﺗﮫ.
 Fa’a: It may signal a consequential relationship
between two elements or events occurring
consecutively, as in “Khalid stood up, then
Ahmad” “”ﻗﺎم ﺧﺎﻟد ﻓﺎﺣﻣد. Fa’a has also an
adversative function, in which it expresses a
contrast between two clauses, as in “He invited
me, but I turned down his invitation” “ دﻋﺎﻧﻲ ﻓﻠم
”اﺟب دﻋوﺗﮫ. In addition, it has a role related to our
study in which it contributes to indicating
causation between two parts of a sentence, as in
“He loved theatre so he excelled in it” “اﺣب
( ”اﻟﻣﺳرح ﻓﺎﺑدع ﻓﯾﮫSaeed and Fareh 2006).
 Ba’a: It also poses many difficulties. One use of
this particle is “ ”اﻟظرﻓﯾﺔto express time and place,
for example, “He travelled two days before me”
“”ﺳﺎﻓر ﻗﺑﻠﻲ ﺑﯾوﻣﯾن. It can also be used to indicate
adhesion “ ”اﻹﻟﺻﺎقe.g. “”ﻻن اﻟدود ﯾﺗﻌﻠق ﺑﺎﻟﺛﻣﺎر
“because worms stick to the fruit”. Another use
is to form negation, as in “I don’t Know” “ ﻟﺳت
”ﺑﻌﺎﻟم. Moreover, it expresses the reason and
cause, for example, ““ ”ﻛﺎن اﻻﻋﺗداء ﺑﻘﺻد اﻟﺳرﻗﺔThe
attack committed with intent to steal”.

3.2

Annotation Guidelines

The decision on whether a proclitic serves as a casual
indicator may differ according to the way in which it is
perceived e.g. syntactic or semantic. In other words, a
proclitic which appear to be grammatically a causal
particle, the causality may not be contextually
perceivable. Since we are dealing with causation from a
discourse perspective, we embrace the following
principles: Causal relation occurs between an event (the
cause) and a second event (the effect) in which the second
event is understood as a consequence of the first. When
deciding whether there is a Causal relation, the annotators
were advised to ask whether event B (effect) would have
occurred if event A (cause) had not occurred. If A is a
sufficient though not a necessary condition for B to occur,
we conclude that A caused B.
A related issue is whether a cause or effect can be a fact,
or whether they have to be an event. In this work, we don't
limit cause or effect to particular types of entities. Thus,
an effect can be an event, a fact, a method; a cause can
refer to a reason, motivation, human action,
psychological, technological causation etc. We advised
annotators to include all the various types. In this context,
we label sentences (2) and (3) as two instances holding
Causal relations indicated by Ba’a where the underlined
metaphor in sentence (2) represents the effect, while the
method the woman embrace in sentence (3) constitutes the
effect part of the relation.
(2)

. ﻛﺎﻟﻧﻌﺎﻣﺔ،ﻧﺣﺎول اﻟﺗﺳﺗر ﻋﻠﻰ ﺿﻌﻔﻧﺎ ﺑﺎﺧﻔﺎء رؤوﺳﻧﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺗراب

“We are trying to cover up our weakness by burying our
head in the sand like ostriches.”
(3) ﯾﺗﺣدث اﻟﻧص ﻋن ﻋﺟوز ﺗﺻﺑر ﻧﻔﺳﮭﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻻﻧﺗظﺎر ﺑﺎﺳﺗرﺟﺎع
.اﻟذﻛرﯾﺎت اﻟﺳﻌﯾدة ﻣن ﺣﯾﺎﺗﮭﺎ
“The text is about an old woman who passes her time
waiting by remembering happy moments in her life.”
Taking these assumptions into account, the annotators
were required to read the entire sentence so that they can
make reliable interpretations to the writer’s purpose. Then
to decide whether the target word indicates a causation
based on two facts: both cause and effect arguments are
securely presented in the sentence where the effect has to
be explicitly the result of the cause; plus each argument
constitutes an independent clause i.e. they don’t overlap.
For example, we classify the particle Fa’a in sentence (4)
as non-causal. The text does not reveal the fact that made
the writer reach his conclusion; and there is no referring
expression to any idea mentioned in the previous
sentences. As such the reason is only vaguely specified.
(4) ﻟﻘد ﻗرأت ذات ﯾوم ﻛﺗﺎﺑﺎ ﯾﻘول »ﻛﯾف ﺗﺻﺑﺢ ﻣﻠﯾوﻧﯾرا« ﻓﻠﻣﺎ اﻧﺗﮭﯾت

.ﻣﻧﮫ ادرﻛت اﻧﻧﻲ ﻟن اﺻﺑﺢ ﻣﻠﯾوﻧﯾرا
“I once read a book titled How to Become a Millionaire
and when I finished it, I realized that I would never
become a millionaire.”
It is worth noting that even if the target word indicates
causation, the first letter could be a basic unit of the word
i.e. it is not a proclitic. The annotators need to be aware of
this and should not be tempted to assign a causal status.
For example, the target word ‘“ ’ﺑﻧﺎءat” in sentence (5)

starts with ba’a that is a part of its original root. The cause
and effect arguments were also annotated if the target
word was classified as causal.
(5)  ﻓﻘد ارادت ﻟﻲ ان،اﻟﺗﺣﻘت ﺑﻛﻠﯾﺔ اﻟﺣﻘوق ﺑﻧﺎء ﻋﻠﻰ رﻏﺑﺔ اﻣﻲ

.اﺻﺑﺢ ﻣﺣﺎﻣﻲ ﻣﺛل واﻟدي
“I enrolled in the law school at my mother’s wish as she
wanted me to become a lawyer to follow my father.”
Next, the annotators consider a window of five words
surrounding the target word and override all POS
annotations in this window with new fine-grained ones.
This entails assigning different POS tags on sub-word
level. The rule-based approach indicates that prefixes and
suffixes of surrounding words provide useful hints on
proclitics’ functionality (Sadek and Meziane, 2016a). All
instances annotated according to Stanford POS tag-set,
however, we expanded this set so it becomes appropriate
to perform fine-grained tagging. For example, we added
TIM (“ )ظرف زﻣﺎنadverb of time” - LOC ()ظرف ﻣﻛﺎن
“adverb of place” - PRPY (“ )ﺿﻣﯾر ﻣﺗﺻلinseparable
pronoun”.
The annotators were also required to assign an annotation
label referring to the ““ ”اﻟوزن اﻟﺻرﻓﻲmorphological
pattern” of the target word. The majority of Arabic words
are derived by applying a set of morphological patterns to
consonantal roots to which affixes and infixes are added.
Morphological patterns are abstractions which can be
considered as an indicator of the common concept of the
meaning of the word such as tool an event place/time and
instrument. This classification constitutes a valuable
feature in recognizing the role of certain proclitic. For
example, a proclitic can be classified as non-causal if the
target word belongs to a set of nominal patterns e.g. اﺳﻢ
‘ اﻟﻔﺎﻋﻞpresent participle’, ‘ اﺳﻢ ﻣﻜﺎنnoun of place’.

3.3

Annotation Process and Adjudication

Two native speakers of Arabic were engaged in the
manual annotation process. One annotator (identified as
annotator A) was a graduate student in the faculty of
Arabic literature. The second annotator (identified as
annotator B) was a teaching assistant who has been
educated entirely in Arabic. Annotators were trained using
the GATE tool on a training set of examples randomly
selected from the original dataset. They were asked to
identify the function of each proclitic in the training set,
and their judgments were compared with the function we
had identified in the sentences. We then discussed with
each annotator the instances where their judgments
differed from ours and clarified the guidelines.
However, it is inevitable that the annotators disagree
about the function of some proclitics. In fact, the topic of
causation is a matter of debate among experts belonging
to this filed (Davidson, 1980; Mackie, 1980). For
example, examining the function of the target word
““ ”ﺑﺎﻟﺗﻔرجlooking” in sentence (6), we observed that
annotator B assigned causal status to the event “ اﻟﺗﻔرج
“ ”ﻋﻠﻰ ﻟوﺣﺎﺗﻲlooking at my drawings”, considering the
effect argument is “keep busy”. Annotator A on the other
hand conceived the aforementioned event as a request.
In order to create a gold standard set of annotations, we
automatically correct all minor mistakes made by
annotators using a script written in Groovy language.
These corrections are not to interfere or change

annotators’ decision, but rather to fix inconsistency e.g.
word’s length, letter-spacing. We reconciled the
differences between annotators by first accepting only
instances where both annotators agreed on the binary
decision on whether a proclitic indicates causation. Thus
we eliminated approximately 300 instances. Then we
examined the consensus set for differences in the POS
tags. In case there was any disagreement, we included the
ones annotated by annotator A as she is an Arabic
literature specialist. Table 1 summarizes the main aspects
of the final annotated instances: number of instances (N),
number of annotated text units (Tokens), number of
instances assigned the causal class (causal), number of
instances assigned the non-causal class (¬causal). Table 2
illustrates the statistics of instances over the five main
clusters. Gate annotation tool format documents in GATE
XML style. We converted the documents using another
Groovy script so that all annotated instances are encoded
in a lightweight XML. Figure 1 provides an excerpt of one
instance.
(6)

.اﺷﻐل ﻧﻔﺳك ﺑﺎﻟﺗﻔرج ﻋﻠﻰ ﻟوﺣﺎﺗﻲ ﺣﺗﻰ أﻋد ﻓﻧﺟﺎن ﻗﮭوة وارﺟﻊ اﻟﯾك

“Keep yourself busy looking at my drawings until I make
a cup of coffee and come back.”
Proclitic
Lām
Fa’a
Ba’a
Total

N
984
577
601
2162

Tokens
31564
20097
17912
69573

causal
439
247
290
976

¬causal
545
330
311
1186

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset

identify 24 discourse relations holding between adjacent
and non-adjacent DUs. The relations were grouped into
four top levels classes: Thematic, Temporal, Structural
and Causal; of which there are 158 instances annotated
with the cause-effect category.

5.

Conclusion

There is a lot of uncertainty surrounding the decision
about when two events are causally linked. However, the
importance and difficulty of extracting causal information
suggest that additional efforts are needed in order to
reliably create mature language resources. In Arabic,
Causal relations indicated by causal particles account for
a high percentage of the total Causal relation in texts. In
the current research we created a causation corpus
annotated with instances containing words prefixed with
certain proclitic along with cause and effect arguments. In
future, we will extend the corpus to include other causal
indicators.
<Sentence Id="0309" Start="0" End="95">
<Text>. طﻠﺐ ﻣﻦ اﺳﻤﺎﻋﯿﻞ ان ﯾﺄﺗﯿﮫ ﺑﺤﺠﺮ ﯾﻜﻮن ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﻟﻠﻨﺎس ﻓﺬھﺐ اﺳﻤﺎﻋﯿﻞ ﯾﺒﺤﺚ
<ﻋﻦ ﺣﺠﺮ ﯾﺆدي ھﺬا اﻟﻐﺮض/Text>
<Annotations>
<Annotation Id="11347" Type="Target Word" Start="55" End="58">

<Features>
<Length>4</Length>
<Template><ﻓﻔﻌﻞ/Template>
<Status >causal</Status>
<String><ﻓﺬھﺐ/String>
<Kind>Fa'a</Kind>
</Features>
<Annotation Id="11348" Type="Argument" Start="0" End="53">

Proclitic
Lām
Fa’a
Ba’a

2

3

4

5

+5

17
9
22

61
81
27

230
111
100

234
184
114

442
192
338

Table 2: Statistics of the dataset based on proclitic’s
length

<Features>
<Length>53</Length>
<String> طﻠﺐ ﻣﻦ اﺳﻤﺎﻋﯿﻞ ان ﯾﺄﺗﯿﮫ ﺑﺤﺠﺮ ﯾﻜﻮن ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﻟﻠﻨﺎس
</String>
<Kind>cause</Kind>
</Features>
</Annotation>
<Annotation Id="11349" Type="Argument" Start="58" End="95">

4.

Related Work

Some research works for Arabic focused on developing
annotated corpus with discourse relations. The Arabic
Discourse Treebank was generated by (Al-Saif and
Markert, 2011) based on the Arabic Penn Treebank. They
collected a list of 80 explicit discourse connectives to
recognize 18 discourse relations that link adjacent
discourse units (DU). The relations are subclasses of four
main classes: Temporal, Contingency, Comparison and
Expansion. This corpus contains approximately 600
sentences annotated with Causal relations under the
Contingency class. Another attempt presented by (Keskes
et al., 2014) to identify implicit and explicit discourse
relations. The authors created an annotated corpus on top
of a set of documents extracted from the Discourse Arabic
Treebank (Maamouri et al., 2016). The annotation process
was performed according to the principles of the
Segmented Discourse Representation Theory. They
employed the Maximum Entropy model to automatically

<Features>
<Length>38</Length>
<String> <ذھﺐ اﺳﻤﺎﻋﯿﻞ ﯾﺒﺤﺚ ﻋﻦ ﺣﺠﺮ ﯾﺆدي ھﺬا اﻟﻐﺮض/String>
<Kind>effect</Kind>
</Features>
</Annotation>
<Annotation Id="11350" Type="Token" Start="0" End="2">
<Features>
<String><طﻠﺐ/String>
<Type>arabic</Type>
<Kind>word</Kind>
<Length>3</Length>
<Category>VBD</Category>
</Features>
</Annotation>
_
_
_

Figure 1: Excerpt from the Salford Arabic Causal Bank.
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